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 Soon after, the makers of the film started making a new film each week. Each film was based on a concept, a culture or a
religion. The concept became the game's tagline, "Sarv Gayi Kabhi Khushi" or "Everybody wins when Kabhi Khushi". As in the

case of the cultural Khurja, the flamboyant clothes that the Khushi were wearing during their courting was perceived to be
vulgar and became the "macho" behavior by the common folk. The bold statements they made during that period became

known as the Khuski Khushiyon Ke Badle. They were now popular enough to get a season of their own on a regional television
channel called PBC HD and a cartoon based on the show was also produced and aired on this channel. THE TWO

AGREEMENTS OF KABHI KHAUSKI The story and the plot were established between the two young couples in the first
season and then the story has developed further with each episode. Both couples have managed to survive all the challenges that
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life throws at them and no story is left without a happy ending. But there is an agreement amongst the members of the couple.
The key to their survival and the ending of the story is either given in one or two statements, "Kabhi Khushi" or "Everything will
be okay, Kabhi Khushi". The contract is signed when a couple agrees to the conditions set out for survival, and their end will be

either "Kabhi Khushi" or "Kabhi Khushi". Kabhi Khushi Kabhi Gam and she plays a significant role in the marriage of her
sisters as her uncles are also playing their roles as husband and wife in the scene. She played the role of a simple-minded

daughter in the movie "Sathiya Sathiya" and was also the character in Pyaar Mein Tumhreli. Currently, she is a part of the Arrba
series on Star Plus and is doing her role of a naive and simple daughter. She plays a supporting role in the film My Wife's

Murder also as she is romantically involved with the main character. She is the daughter of Mr. & Mrs. K. K. Kumaravel and
they were neighbors in the film "Sathiya Sathiya" and she was the only daughter of the couple. In the same movie, she also plays

a guest role as a guest of Ms. K 82157476af
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